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Let the generations know that the women in uniform also guaranteed their freedom. That our resolve was as great as the brave men who stood among us, and with victory our hearts were just as full and beat just as fast. That the tears fell just as hard for those we left behind us.

– 1LT Anne (Sosh) Brehm, U.S. Army Nurse Corps (WWII), Women in Military Service for America Memorial
PREFACE

The women who donned military uniforms in the American Revolutionary War led the way for those women who wear the uniforms of today's military. The U.S. Army War College Library compiled Women in the Military: A Selected Bibliography to highlight some of the accomplishments and challenges faced by these servicewomen.

With certain exceptions, the materials in this bibliography are dated from 2005 to the present. For older materials, please see Women in the Military: A Selected Bibliography, compiled by Jacqueline S. Bey, January 2005. All items are available through the USAWC Library. For your convenience, we have added U.S. Army War College Library call numbers, Internet addresses, or database links at the end of each entry. Web sites were accessed August 2009.

This bibliography and others compiled by our research librarians are available online through the Library's home page at http://www.carlisle.army.mil/library/bibliographies.htm.

For additional information, please contact the Research and Information Services Branch, U.S. Army War College Library, by sending an e-mail message to USAWC.LibraryR@us.army.mil or by phoning commercial (717) 245-3660 or DSN 242-3660.

Greta H. Andrusyszyn, compiler
WOMEN IN THE MILITARY

A Selected Bibliography

August 2009
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U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. *Center for Women Veterans Home Page.*
http://www1.va.gov/womenvet/
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http://www.arlingtoncemetery.org/historical_information/prominent_women.html
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**Books, Documents, and Internet Resources**


See section 5-3, paragraph "a" for the regulation on assignment policies regarding married Army couples.


See paragraph 1300, Joint Household Assignment Policy for the regulation on assignment policies regarding married Marine couples.
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"George Mason University: Study Finds That Mother's Military Deployment Affects Health of Women and Teens." NewsRX Health & Science, 19 April 2008, 244. ProQuest
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Benda, Brent B. "Gender Differences in Predictors of Suicidal Thoughts and Attempts among Homeless Veterans that Abuse Substances." Suicide & Life-Threatening Behavior 35 (February 2005): 106-116. ProQuest
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